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ED O’KEEFE: The President insisted that the travel ban on South Africa doesn't punish them
and neighboring countries, but South Africa's leaders say it does. How long does the White
House envision that travel ban staying place?

JEN PSAKI: We will continue to assess it. I would say that the objective here is not to punish, it
is to protect the American people. As you heard the President say, this is not going to prevent, it
is going to delay. And that delay is going to help us have necessary time to do the research by our
health and medical teams to get more people vaccinated and get more people boosted and he is
always going to err on the side of protecting the American people. I would note that the
difference between South Africa and European countries is that there are already hundreds if not
thousands of cases of the new variant in South Africa and not as many, much — a lower number,
at this point, in Europe. But we will continue to assess what steps we need to take to protect the
American people. 

O’KEEFE: Are you imposing any new testing or tracing on Americans or green card holders who
come from those South — southern African countries once they get here? 

PSAKI: Well, we already have stringent requirements in place, as you know. A requirement of
vaccination — a vaccination requirement, and individuals need to be tested three in advance —
within three days, I should say, of traveling. I don't have any additional requirements or
restrictions to preview aside from the — the — you know, current restrictions on travel from
certain countries.

(....)

1:26:55 p.m.
3 minutes and 13 seconds

PETER DOOCY: Before Joe Biden was President, he said that Covid travel restrictions on
foreign countries were “hysterical,” “xenophobia,” and “fearmongering.” So, what changed? 

PSAKI: Well,  I would say first, to pull it in full context, Peter, what the President was critical of
was the way that the former President put out, I believe, a xenophobic tweet, in how he called —
what he called the coronavirus, and — and who he directed it at. The President has not been
critical of travel restrictions. We have put those in place ourselves. We put them in place
ourselves in the spring. But no, he does not believe — he believes he should follow the advice of
health and medical experts. That’s exactly what he did in putting in place these restrictions over
the weekend. 

DOOCY: Okay. We saw the President shopping indoors on Saturday behind glass that says face



covering required, but his face was uncovered. Why? 

PSAKI: The President is somebody who follows the recommendations and the advice of the
CDC. I don't know what the circumstances were of that particular moment. 

DOOCY: He was shopping in a store and on the glass outside, it said “face covering required,”
and we could see him inside and his face was uncovered. 

PSAKI: Well, again, Peter, our recommendation and advice continues to be for people to wear
masks when they are required in establishments. I don't know what this establishment was. The
President obviously follows the health — the advice of his health and medical team. 

DOOCY: Is — is there concern that when the President says today, “please wear your mask
indoors in public settings around other people,” and he doesn't do that, that it’s going to make it
harder to get people to follow him? 

PSAKI: I think you see the American people and all of you see the President wearing an mask
every time he comes out to an event, when he’s sitting in meetings, and certainly he will continue
to model behavior he hopes the American people will follow. Not for his benefit, but to save
their own lives and the lives of their friends and neighbors. 

DOOCY: On immigration, Joe Biden once described the Remain in Mexico policy as
“dangerous,” “inhumane,” “goes against everything we stand for as a nation of immigrants.” So,
why is he keeping it? 

PSAKI: He continues to stand behind exactly those comments and statements. And the secretary
of Homeland Security put out a memorandum conveying we want to end this program. But we
also believe in following the law and that’s exactly what we’re doing as there was — there was a
ruling that required moving forward with implementation. 

DOOCY: And then last one, since the President said that this administration is monitoring the
situation in Waukesha closely, it has been revealed by prosecutors that the assailant — the
assailant swerved his truck side-to-side as part of an intentional act to run over as many people as
possible. Six people are dead, some children remain hospitalized. Why hasn’t the President
visited the members of this Christmas parade attack? 

PSAKI: Well, I would say first, as you saw the President convey last week, our hearts go out to
this community, to the people in Waukesha, that we’ve been in touch, obviously, with officials
there. And we’re all watching as people are recovering and this is such a difficult time of
year for this to happen. It's difficult any time. Obviously, any president going to visit a
community requires a lot of assets, requires taking their resources, and it’s not something that I
have a trip previewed at this point in time. But we remain in touch with local officials and
certainly, our — our our hearts are with the community as they have gone to such a difficult time.

(....)



1:35:20 p.m.
20 seconds

SABRINA SIDDIQUI: So, the President said earlier today that there haven't been any
recommendations to put in place domestic travel requirements, but what we saw with the Delta
variant is that once it was already here, it spread rapidly across the country, so why not have any
testing or vaccination requirements whatsoever for domestic air travel, since people are — you
know, flowing fairly openly across country.

(....)

1:41:09 p.m.
36 seconds

TYLER PAGER: Does the White House have any plans — I know you said that Biden himself
— his travel will not be restricted, but in terms of events, the White House is hosting this holiday
season Christmas Party, Hanukkah party. Are there any plans to restrict size or gathering? Um,
capacity issues with the — this spread of the new variant.

PSAKI: I know that the first lady's office put out some information this morning, including the
theme of the holiday season, and there will be more details on holiday parties, but there are not,
as you know, restrictions that have been announced to date by our health and medical experts, so
that hasn't impacted or changed our approach.

(....)

1:47:48 p.m.
1 minute

FRANCO ORDOÑEZ: I wanted — the President was seeming pretty clear that — not interested
in any type of lockdowns, but is the White House or is the administration encouraging some of
these cities, including Washington, D.C., to rethink decisions to lift the mask mandates that they
have?

PSAKI: Again, we are — we rely on the guidance and the recommendations by our public health
officials, including the CDC, and Washington, D.C. based their recommendations on what the
percentage of cases were in — there in Washington, D.C., as have other communities across the
country. We continue to recommend that any city and locality follow CDC guidance. If they are
going to assess and change that, I can't make a prediction of that. We’ve continued to advise any
locality to follow that. 

ORDOÑEZ: Would the variant be a reason to reassess that?

PSAKI: Again, we rely on what public health officials would — would advise, based on any new
variant, which we're currently assessing, but that isn't guidance that they have changed at this



point in time.

(....)

1:50:46 p.m.
14 seconds

BRIAN LOWRY: Today a federal court issued an injunction pausing the enforcement of the
vaccine requirement for healthcare workers in 10 states. What's the reaction to that ruling? And
how does a ruling like this affect the country's ability to prepare for the new variant?

(....)

1:54:33 p.m.
1 minute and 31 seconds

YAMICHE ALCINDOR: And you said — you said just a few moments ago there are hundreds
of cases in Africa and — and only a few or as many — not as many in Europe. Could you talk
about the science behind that? Is about the President's scientists are telling him that because there
are hundreds — 

PSAKI: Thousands.

ALCINDOR: — thousands of cases — I was just reading what you said. But yes, thousands of
cases in Africa and not as many in Europe. That's the science behind why a travel ban needs to be
in place because — I guess I’m just trying to understand why, if one person, let's say, in Germany
or somewhere else gets on a plane and comes to the United States. Isn't that percentage just as
likely to have the variant end up in the United States? Could you just talk a little bit more about
the science behind the reasoning there? 

PSAKI: Sure Well, I think the larger point, Yamiche, is that it is a much larger spread in South
Africa than it is, at this point, in Europe and other countries. We will continue to assess if there
are additional restrictions that need to be put in place. But again, this is not about punishing
anyone. This is about protecting the American people. So when there are thousands of people or
hundreds or thousands of people who are who have — who have been tracked for a variant in a
particular country in a much larger number than another country, obviously, the health and
medical advisers assess that it would be helpful in protecting the American people to restrict
travel from those countries where there is wider spread. 

ALCINDOR: So it’s another [INAUDIBLE] the scientists are saying that, it’s fair to say?

PSAKI: The — the President made the travel guidance restrictions in place on the pure basis of
— of recommendation of his health and medical advisers.


